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El Puente 
El Puente is one of the pioneers of the Fair Trade movement 
and currently works with around 140 trading partners in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America. With its long-standing and 
transparent trading partnerships, El Puente gives support to 
its trading partners through Fair Trade premiums for social 
projects. The products are sold in around 800 “world shops” 
(German: “Weltläden”) in Germany and Europe, as well as 
via our online shop. As a member of the World Fair Trade 
Organization (WFTO), we ensure that our work complies 
with the ten standards of Fair Trade. Our vision is of a fair 
way of dealing with one another.

Photo cover page: Producer representative Satyendra Kadghi 
from Nepal gives a talk in Peine during “Fair Trade week” (more 
information on page 6).



Dear reader, 
this year we can look back on 45 years 
of our work in Fair Trade: El Puente Ltd. 
has been in existence since 1977 – it was 
formed from the EL PUENTE Association 
which was set up in Hildesheim in 
Northern Germany in 1972. We are 
proud to say that this makes us one of 
the pioneers of Fair Trade! 

Now, we also communicate this with our 
new logo: “El Puente – The Fair Trade 
Pioneers” (German: “El Puente – Die Fair 
Trade Pioniere”). We have been busy in 
our anniversary year with the changeover 
of all our packaging and information 
material to our new logo and corporate 
design. The changeover process will still 
continue into the coming year.

For the first time, we organised a design 
workshop for our trading partners in 
Nordstemmen this year – more on this 
on page 4.

We have also expanded our sales activities 
in Europe: we have taken over rights 
to the French Fair Trade organisation 
“Artisanat SEL”. You can read an article 
about this on page 14.

Yet El Puente does not only live from the 
work of the limited company. Once again 
in 2017, our development fund and 
our Project Partners Committee have 
contributed towards spreading the word 
about Fair Trade and living out its ideals. 
We would like to extend our thanks in 
particular to our trading partners, only 
with whom our work is possible! 

Sincere greetings on behalf of the El 
Puente team,

Stefan Bockemühl & Martin Moritz
General Managers of El Puente Ltd.

Project “corporate design”: 
above: tea has now been in our 
new design since October.  
Below: remaining tea stock in 
the old design.
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First design workshop 
for trading partners
For the first time, El Puente’s purchasing 
department organised a design workshop 
for its trading partners in February 2017. 
Twelve designers from nine countries 
took part in the one-week workshop 
in Nordstemmen which was run by 
professional product manager Timothy 
Straight from Armenia. 

The design workshop is a measure 
implemented by the EL PUENTE 
development fund, through which we 
aim to share any surplus funds from 
our work with our trading partners. In 
contrast to the previous system of lump-
sum reimbursement, we now provide 
a more targeted form of support which 
is in line with the working methods of 
the development fund, as you can read 
further on in this report. We are also 
open to any new suggestions.

A new interpretation of ethno 
design 
A new interpretation of ethno design: 
the group of twelve designers was able 
to make this important development 
for the first time at the world’s most 
important consumer goods trade fair 
“Ambiente” in Frankfurt in February 
2017. Our international guests were 
accompanied by product manager and 
Fair Trade advocate Timothy Straight. 
Together the group collected information 

about current trends in the area of home 
and living. Loaded up with lots of new 
ideas and impressions, they set off for El 
Puente in Nordstemmen where they put 
their inspiring new ethno design ideas 
into practice, under the supervision of 
Timothy Straight.
 
Designers from three continents
The twelve designers brought with them 
a wide range of different backgrounds 
– coming from nine different countries 
and three continents – each with their 
own culture and their own history. Some 
of them had been to Europe a few times 
before, but there were others who had 
left their home countries for the very 
first time. “It was a wonderful experience 
for me to meet the other suppliers 
and to hear about the various specific 
challenges they face in their own home 
countries”, participant Francilla Bekker 
from Artcraft, South Africa, told us.

Their common wish: to get more 
publicity for handicrafts
In this one week, there was hardly a trace 
of any difference between them, rather 
one had a clear sense of the things that 
unite them – working for Fair Trade 
and the desire to promote Fair Trade 
handicrafts. Fair Trade foods have been 
doing well for some years now and 
benefit from the high profiles of various 

Product manager Timothy 
Straight trained the international 
handicraft experts at the design 
workshop in Nordstemmen. 

The designers learn how the latest 
colour trends can be combined 
with traditional designs.
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different labels. Handicrafts, on the 
other hand, often lag behind. A situation 
which all those involved would like to 
change.

New ideas in the area 
of current trends
Once in the workshop, the designers 
got down to work on integrating the 
new ethno design ideas into their 
products. Not an easy task given the 
wide range of different articles they 
produce – ranging from cuddly toys 
and felt products through to candles. 
The participants worked hard on their 
designs and sketches and were able to 
present a sizeable body of work at the 
end of the workshop. For example, the 
candles from Fair Trade organisation 
Artcraft from South Africa: in future, 
their designs will be aligned with current 
colour trends and the demand for simple 
designs, so that they meet the current 
requirements of the German market. 
Yet now and then still with elements of 
their old hand-painting techniques and 
traditional African designs. 

El Puente promotes 
“capacity building”
“A room full of concentrated creativity”, 
says El Puente General Manager Martin 
Moritz, describing the place where the 
designers spent a week designing and 
sketching. The workshop was organised 
and financed by the EL PUENTE 
development fund, including the cost 
of flights, accommodation and meals. 

El Puente has been working with its 
various different trading partners for 
many years. 
It has been clear for some time that 
the end customers have growing 
expectations of the design of handicrafts. 
“To sell the products and thus ultimately 
to be able to help the local communities, 
it is important that we move with 
the times”, explains Martin Moritz.  
“Capacity building” is the name of the 
Fair Trade standard in this context. This 
means promoting skills development 
and providing options for further 
training. “We want to fill this idea with 
life through our design workshop”, says 
Martin Moritz. 

Conscious decision: 
train their own designers
El Puente made a conscious decision 
in this regard to train the designers 
in Nordstemmen. Moritz continued, 
“It is increasingly common for an 
importer to simply dictate the designs 
to the producers. For us, however, it is 
important to see that jobs are created 
and maintained in the area of Design. In 
this way, organisations can themselves 
carry out all the manufacturing steps 
for products which are being sold on the 
European market.”
The design workshop was so successful 
that the purchasing department is 
planning to organise a second one in 
February 2018. 

“It was very interesting for me to 
learn how El Puente works”, says 
workshop participant Francilla 
(left) from South Africa. “What a 
great organisation!”
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Fair Trade week

The 16th “Fair Trade week” was held 
from 15 to 29 September, with the 
slogan “Fair Trade creates perspectives” 
– the largest Fair Trade campaign week 
in Germany.  El Puente invited producer 
representative Satyendra Khadgi from 
Nepal to the event. As the Managing 
Director of the Kumbeshwar Trading 
Centre (KTC), he was there to represent 
the Kumbeshwar Technical School 
(KTS). 

At a series of 15 events, Satyendra talked 
about the work of the KTS as well as the 
opportunities and challenges presented 
by Fair Trade. 

KTS: empowering people
Initially founded to improve the living 
situation of people from the little 
respected Pode caste (street cleaners), 
nowadays support is given to people 
who find themselves in emergency 
situations in terms of either their 
financial or family situation. Through 
various free-of-charge basic and 
training programmes for adults, as 
well as daycare centres, schools and 
orphanages for children, opportunities 
are offered to all – regardless of their 
background. Satyendra explained all this 

at the beginning of his talk with a great 
deal of enthusiasm – it was after all his 
grandfather who founded KTS many 
years ago. 

Quality Assurance at KTS
In his talk, Satyendra talked above all 
about the importance of producing good 
quality products, and he explained how 
KTS was undergoing further development 
through a steady improvement in quality. 
Through Fair Trade and dialogue with 
importers and world shops, KTS has 
been able to steadily improve the quality 
of their products. In conversations 
with El Puente’s employees, Satyendra 
tells them “We are always grateful for 
suggestions. We see them as giving us 
a way of making further developments.” 

The situation in Nepal – 
two years after the earthquake
Even two years after the devastating 
earthquake in Nepal, the situation in the 
country has not yet got back to normal. 
KTS was also affected by the earthquake, 
as Satyendra explained. As well as all the 
houses and workshops that collapsed, 
there followed political unrest which 
made trade almost impossible because of 
the blockading of the borders. KTC was 
thus also affected by a drop in income.

On his round trip, Satyendra 
Khadgi from Nepal, seen here in 
Lingen, reported on his work at 
KTS. Nele Nopper accompanied 
him as his interpreter.

Fair Trade Week 2017 

For the first time, El Puente 
published a brochure for the Fair 
Trade week to assist the world 
shops in their work. It contains 
information about the country 
and its people, details of Nepalese 
products in the El Puente 
range, and information on the 
producers.
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Fair Trade week

Donations from sales proceeds 
handed over for the victims of the 
earthquake
El Puente donated 5 % of the takings 
from sales of products from the Nepal 
brochure – a total of € 2,573.24. The 
donated funds are being used to provide 
education for schoolchildren whose 
parents are no longer able to finance 
this, as they need their small incomes to 
rebuild homes which were destroyed.

Stop-offs on the round trip
A series of talks took Satyendra and Nele, 
his travel companion and interpreter, 
across the whole of Germany.  Nele 
is a former El Puente intern and still 
has strong connections to us. After the 
first talk in Hildesheim, one of the first 
stop-offs was Berlin. Making reference 
to the current campaign of the Fair 
Trade Forum (German: “Forum Fairer 
Handel”, e.g. umbrella organisation 
of Fair Trade in Germany), Satyendra 
explained in the press conference that 
sharing ideas and information on 
development and research is essential 
for good development collaboration with 
Germany, in order for progress to be 
made in the local communities. 
The journey continued via Stuttgart and 
Kirchzarten, going all the way to Bad 

Säckingen on the Swiss border, then to 
Augsburg, Fürth, Bad Sassendorf and 
Lingen, and finally to Bischofswerda in 
Saxony. Back in Lower Saxony, the tour 
drew to a close with the handing over of 
the donation in Peine.

Summing up of the producer 
round trip
As well as visiting the various world 
shops, the “fair breakfasts” were a 
particular highlight for Satyendra as 
they gave him the opportunity to engage 
in more in-depth conversation with the 
visitors. Satyendra and Nele had their 
largest audiences in the Helene Lange 
grammar school in Fürth: 150 school 
pupils listened to Satyendra and were 
keen to find out more about Fair Trade.

Kick-off event for the Fair Trade 
week: Satyendra took part in a 
press conference at the Fair Trade 
Forum in Berlin.

“It was a great experience for me!”, 
Satyendra told us at the end of the 
journey. “I hope that, through my 
reports, many people will have had the 
chance to learn something about the 
Kumbeshwar Technical School and 
about why Fair Trade is so important 
for the empowerment of disadvantaged 
individuals.”



Annual financial 
statement

Investment in the project for the 
changeover of our packaging: our 
coffee has now been in the new 
corporate design since October.
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The development of our sales revenues 
was below expectations in the financial 
year 2016/2017, with a decline of 2.5 %. 
Although we were able to record a slight 
rise of 3 % at the end of 2016, there was a 
decline in sales in the second half of the 
financial year. There are various reasons 
for this.

The biggest fall was in the food segment, 
with a fall of around 7 %. Revenues from 
coffee sales declined by around 3 %. This 
can be traced back to bottle necks in the 
supply of coffee from Cuba. We have 
good news in the area of handicrafts, 
however: here we were able to record 
an increase of around 3 %. This shows 
that we are in a good position despite 
the increasing number of competitors 
operating in this segment.

New corporate design
As we have now had a new corporate 
design since 1 January 2017, we have 
been occupied with two large projects: 
the changeover of packaging and 
information materials to the new design, 
and the relaunch of our website with the 
new design, with an improved online 
shop. We are hoping to bring these 
two projects to a conclusion in the new 
financial year. We have experienced 
frequent bottle necks in the supply of 

food items on account of the changeover 
in packaging; this was responsible for the 
decline in sales to quite a considerable 
degree.

Expansion of business activities 
in Europe
On 1 July 2017, we took over the rights 
of the French Fair Trade organisation 
Artisanat SEL and were able to secure 
Yves Turquais as a new employee. He 
will now be responsible for the sales of 
our products in France. In October, we 
published our first French catalogue to 
support our new colleague in his work. 
More information on page 14. We are 
planning to intensify our sales activities 
in the “Wereldwinkels” (world shops) in 
the Netherlands. 

Outlook: strengthening 
the world shops
We have planned our sales development 
for the new financial year very carefully. 
The reason – despite a strong general 
increase in Fair Trade sales revenues 
in Germany, the sales revenues of the 
world shops – our main customer 
group – have only increased to a very 
slight degree. In order to secure the 
long-term sustainability of the world 
shops, our sales representatives are to 
provide increased support and advice to 
employees in the world shops.

Annual financial statement
for El Puente Ltd.
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In the financial year 2016/2017, 
we achieved an increase in sales 
revenues from handicrafts of 
around 3 %.
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Share of sales revenues according to customer group  
(previous year’s figures in brackets)

world shops and action groups (74,5)

bulk consumers (7)

Fair Trade organisations abroad (2,5)

endconsumers (3)

other wholesale (13)

Share of sales revenues according to product group 
(previous year’s figures in brackets)

coffee

 tea

drinks

mealssnacks

wellness

jewellery

toys and leisure

textiles

living Wholesale sales revenues  
(previous year’s figures in brackets)

handicrafts
food
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The Project Partners Committee (Ger-
man: “PPA”) is an independent commit-
tee which monitors the activities of El 
Puente Ltd. – above all, the acceptance 
of new trading relationships or trading 
partners, or the continuation of these. 
The PPA is made up of employees of the 
world shops and members of the EL PU-
ENTE Association.

The committee carries out regular stu-
dies of questionnaires which have been 
completed by trading partners, and it 
also collects additional information from 
the employees of El Puente Ltd. “The 
criteria which El Puente uses as a basis 
for making an assessment of a trading 
partner are in accordance with the fair 
trading principles of the WFTO*. In 
addition to these, El Puente also sets its 
own focal points”, explains Georg Pod-
dig, chair of the PPA. Apart from this, 
the members also hold discussions on 
key themes. These may arise, for exam-
ple, on account of critical media reports 
on Fair Trade or on particular individual 
products, e.g. a critical eco-test (German: 
“Öko-Test”) report.

Guest speaker from the world 
shop umbrella organisation
As a committee which acts in an adviso-
ry capacity to the limited company, the 
members regularly look at other moni-
toring systems for Fair Trade. In 2017, 
Dr. Silke Steinbronn from the German 
world shop umbrella organisation (Ger-
man: “Weltladen-Dachverband e.V.”) 
visited as a guest speaker to present the 
supplier monitoring system which her 
organisation uses. 

Outlook: journey to Sri Lanka
For the first time, the PPA is organising 
a trip for its members to visit their tra-
ding partners in 2018. In March, seven 
members will be travelling to Sri Lanka. 
“It is a great opportunity to get a direct 
impression of the work of the trading 
partners. This trip will make it clearer 
to me that I am a part of a global Fair 
Trade movement whose members are all 
working for the same common goals”, 
says world shop representative Thorsten 
Lampe from Berlin.

Project Partners Committee

Producers Nirina Ranarison 
and Mamy Rasolofonaina from 
Mahafaly on Madagascar design 
products made from sheet metal.
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In 2017, the PPA considered the follow-
ing partners:

Guyana Rice Project
(confirmed, limited to two years)

Tanzania Tea
(no decision, the tea will in future be 
sourced directly from Wakulima)

Copermate (Brazil)
(no decision, discussion of a critical eco-
test report)

Capiz shells (Philippines)
(no decision, enquiry as to whether the 
stocks of shells are endangered – this 
was refuted by the trading partner)

Mahafaly (Madagascar)
(collaboration partner in Germany, hand-
icrafts, confirmed)

Undugu and Smolart (Kenya) & PMA 
(Indonesia)
(no decision, travel reports provided in-
formation on the current situation)

SEKEM (Egypt)
(no decision, the Chamomile Children’s 
project is to be considered as an integral 
part of SEKEM’s social commitment)

The sittings of the PPA are public and 
both spontaneous guests and regular 
new members are sincerely welcome. 
You can register with Georg Poddig at 
ppa@el-puente.de at any time.

* WFTO = World Fair Trade Organiza-
tion. More information: www.wfto.com

The producers of trading partner 
Undugu (Kenya) create designs 
from soapstone. They start by 
using rough sandpaper and then 
move on to finer and finer qua- 
lities. Through this process, the 
stone becomes smooth and shiny.



Development fund

In the primary school of our 
trading partner KTS, children 
are taught in both Nepalese and 
English.

EL PUENTE development fund
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After the serious earthquake in 
Nepal, 3.5 million people lost 
their homes.

Eye test: KTS promotes preventa-
tive healthcare for children.

The development fund supports our 
trading partners with measures that go 
over and above what is possible through 
Fair Trade and which cannot be financed 
through pre-financing, long-term colla- 
boration or surcharge payments alone.

Funding from the development fund 
can be applied for by all existing tra-
ding partners. The development fund 
not only provides grants, it also offers 
interest-free loans. Their focus is often 
on capital requirement for larger invest-
ments, in cases where bank loans are not 
granted or are over-priced. To follow is 
a selection of projects which have been 
funded.
 
Project number 1.23
Earthquake in Nepal
El Puente used the round trip of pro-
ducer representative Satyendra Khadgi 
from Nepal during Fair Trade week as 
an opportunity to draw attention to the 
lasting effects of the devastating earth-
quake in Nepal in 2015. Two years after 
the earthquake, children and adults are 
still in need of help with reconstruction 
measures. El Puente donated 5 % of the 
takings from the products in the Nepal 
brochure in Fair Trade week 2017 to the 

victims of the 2015 earthquake – in total 
€ 2,573.24. The donated funds are being 
used for the education of schoolchildren 
whose parents are no longer able to fi-
nance this, as they need their small in-
comes in order to rebuild homes which 
were destroyed.
In a further project, El Puente gave their 
support to trading partner KTS in the 
setting up of their new dyeing laboratory.
Grant: USD 6,720.00

Project number 1.1 b
Extension of the warehouse
The Ecuadorian export organisation Pak-
ta Mintalay has been a trading partner 
of El Puente for many years. We source 
mainly whole cane sugar from them. 
The development fund made available 
an interest-free loan for the extension of 
their warehouse as there is no longer su- 
fficient space in the current warehouse. 
Interest-free loan USD 10,000.00

Project number 1.2 b
Expansion of sugar processing in 
Ingapi, Ecuador
Our trading partner Pakta Mintalay re-
ceives sugar deliveries from the coope- 
rative Cumbres de Ingapi. The families 
of the farmers who deliver the whole 
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cane sugar to the cooperative have ben-
efitted from the takeover of their mar-
keting and export activities by Fair Trade 
organisations. The loan will help the 
producers to expand the infrastructure 
which is required for the processing of 
the sugar.
Interest-free loan: USD 20,000

Project number 2.2
International colour charts for 
handicraft designers
El Puente is to provide their trading part-
ners in the clothing and textile industry 
with colour charts for fashion design. 
Colour charts give the designers orienta-
tion, allowing them to take into conside- 
ration current colour trends in their new 
creations, so that these will correspond 
to the needs of their customers.
Grant: EUR 3,000 

Project number 2.8 b
Learning centre in Firozabad
The development fund gives continuous 
support to the Learning Centre run by 
our trading partner Tara in Firozabad in 
Northern India. It has been set up for the 
children of the glass producers.
Grant: EUR 10,266.38

Project number 2.9
Organic and Fair Trade certifica-
tion for Indonesian small farmers
Already for many years, there are our 
manioc crisps from Indonesia. In this 
time, they have undergone regular fur-
ther developments. The biggest mile-
stone was gaining organic certification 
in the year 2017, a process which was 
very time-consuming. Our trading part-
ner PMA from Indonesia received a 
grant from the development fund for the 
certification.
Grant: USD 16,500.00

Project number 2.29
Travel cost grant for Calypso
Calypso is a small Chilean family busi-
ness which employs craftsmen and 
women for the manufacture of glass jew-
ellery and accessories. The development 
fund awarded them a grant so that they 
could participate in the WFTO confe- 
rence in India in November 2017.
Grant USD 500

Producer representative Sa-
tyendra Khadgi, Managing Direc-
tor of our Nepalese trading part-
ner KTC, accepted the donation 
on their behalf from Information 
Consultant Anna Wolf in the 
District Museum in Peine.

Smallholder Koman Agus from 
PMA grows manioc plants for 
our organic crisps. 
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France: El Puente expands  
its sales activities 

El Puente has now published its 
first catalogue in French.

Yves Turquais has been taking 
care of the French market for El 
Puente since July.

On 1 July 2017, El Puente took over the 
business activities of the French Fair 
Trade organisation “Artisanat SEL”. Ar-
tisanat SEL had given up their trading 
business but now, with El Puente, they 
have found an importer who will contin-
ue their sales activities in France.

At the beginning of the year 2017, Arti-
sanat SEL, the second largest Fair Trade 
organisation in France, decided that they 
had no choice but to give up their tra-
ding activities on account of negative fi-
nancial developments. It was clear to all 
those involved that this would represent 
a considerable setback for Fair Trade in 
general, and in particular for the pro-
ducer groups in the Global South. Those 
in positions of responsibility at Artisa- 
nat SEL therefore sought out other Fair 
Trade organisations within Europe with 
whom they had friendly links to try and 
set up a possible takeover of their trading 
activities – this included El Puente.

Successful negotiations
The El Puente representatives showed 
an open-minded attitude from the start. 
A series of constructive rounds of dis-
cussions ultimately led to the takeover of 
the sales activities of Artisanat SEL by El 

Puente. As a condition for the takeover, 
it was important to both parties that all 
of Artisanat SEL’s liabilities in respect 
of their suppliers would be settled prior 
to the takeover – in particular their lia-
bilities towards their trading partners in 
the Global South. In order that the take-
over runs smoothly, El Puente has taken 
over the major part of the Artisanat SEL 
range. Sales activities and customer care 
are to be taken over by Yves Turquais 
who was Managing Director of Artisanat 
SEL from April 2008 until June 2017.

Service for French world shops
El Puente is to provide the French world 
shops with:
– a personal contact person in France: 
 Yves Turquais

– a wide range of goods 
 (handicrafts, food and coffee)

– an extensive new catalogue in French

– an online shop

Customer orders will be dealt with by the 
El Puente Sales and Logistics Centre in 
Nordstemmen.
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